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Originally published in 1925, this book describes many practical methods of trapping fur-bearing animals. It is fully illustrated throughout with actual scenes on the trail and trapline. A real trapping book for the experienced and inexperienced trapper!
Book Excerpt:
Fundamentally, this book was written to aid those of the trapping fraternity, yet I trust that no reader will ever try to trap out the last fur-bearing dwellers of his trapping domain, but will cease to pursue, the moment they show scarceness. Do not trap too early or continue late in the season, and protect the animals at all other times. If a wise fur-bearer evades your set, do not be angry, for it is the chance that makes trapping the "sport of the most thrills."
I am confident that with good, enforced game laws, and a general understanding among trappers that seed must always be saved if there is to be a future crop, that trapping and the great fur industry will continue indefinitely.
Catch all the prime skins you can, but play square with the animals.
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